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LIST OF CONTENTS
scorpion god

:: Scorpion God Clothing ::

● Skant
● Loin Cloth
● Bracers
● Helm
● Sandals
● Pectoral
● Pauldrons

:: Props ::
 

● Scorpion Khopesh (Left and Right Hand)

:: Poses ::

● 10 Egyptianesque Poses
● 5 Poses with L Hand Khopesh
● 5 Poses with R Hand Khopesh

:: Clothing and Prop MATS ::

● Sun 
● Moon

:: Utility MATS :

● Armlets – Lfet Off
● Armlets – Right Off
● Crown – Cobra Off
● Bodice - Bra Cups Off
● Bodice - Abdomen Off
● Bodice - Neck Strap Off
● Bodice - Snakes Off
● Skirt - Back Off
● Skirt - Sides Off
● Skirt - Sash Off
● Skirt - Middle Off
● Skirt - Snakes Off
● Skirt - Panty Only
● Staff – Cobra Off

DS MATS Included for All



LIST OF CONTENTS
Guardians of the Dead

:: Clothing and Prop MATS ::

● Anubis
● Horus
● Ra
● Sobek
● Thoth

DS MATS Included for All
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INSTRUCTIONS

:: conforming clothing ::

this set includes conforming outfit. to locate these figures, you will browse to your figures 
library, into the Scorpion God folder. Here you will see 2 cr2's for each 6 pieces of the outfit 
(12 in all)

superconforming: 
the outfit included is superconforming.

super conforming means that they crosstalk; when you conform them to M4, morphs will 
automatically dial in and make it match whatever dials the character has dialed in (some poke 
thru may still occur with certain combinations, which the adjustment morphs will fix) 

the super-conforming will not work when using other morphs that aren't included in my 
morphs list for this set. you will just have to do your best to dial in the morphs that are 
included and use adjustment morphs, to make it fit the character in that case as best as you 
can. 

in poser, to use superconforming, there is a sequence to how you have to load things, in order 
to get multiple conformers to superconform to one figure. you must select M4's hip between 
loading and conforming each figure, or the superconforming function will break (i suppose 
this is because its only seeing the last conformer, as opposed to the figure its supposed to be 
conforming to) so for example, this outfit – you will have to first load M4, select his hip, load 
a piece of clothing, conform it, then select his hip again, load another article of clothing 
and conform it, select m4's hip again, load the next item and conform, and so on down the 
line. 

this loading sequence is intended only for poser users, however, as daz developed ds to work 
for superconforming. so in there, the load order doesn't matter and will work flawlessly.

dealing with pokethru:

to deal with poke-thru, this set has a ton of morphs -- daz figure based morphs (elite, morphs +
+) as well as adjustment morphs of my own making, which will control certain parts of each 
piece. aside from that, some of the figures also have style morphs to change the look, and 
movement morphs to make them more posable. you will find these morphs on both the body and 
active body parts of each piece of clothing. the body actor morphs (fbm's) actually control 
multiple body part functions, so this makes dialing in morphs much quicker and cleaner. its 
best to always use these when dialing morphs in.

also please note: if you are using the proportional or scaling morphs in poser 8 or higher, you 
will need to tick off “include scales when conforming” to do so, select the body actor, then 
on the parameter dials, click the properties tab. you will see “include scales when conforming” - 
tick it off for each clothing item and it will fit.

 



special notes on certain conformers:
i wanted to do a section that deals with how certain pieces work, as they are not all standard. 

Skant: This works pretty standardly, as it has fit morphs and adjustment morphs. It does have 
bodyhandles, but for the most part, your best bet is to use the leg movement morphs included. 
These will control all the leg bends, so you won't get pokethru when posing m4. There is also a 
couple sit morphs.

Loin Cloth: this piece stacks onto the skant, to work with it in tandem (or you can choose to 
leave it off completely) this has an easy pose chain on it (located on the body actor, to control 
the entire chain, as well as the individual sash pieces) It also has a couple sit morphs on it, so 
you can make it sit. I would recommend not attempting to pose the chain and use the sit 
morphs – due to the extremity of the sit morphs, the joints of the chain are off and thus will 
not pose with those morphs. Beyond that, adjustment morphs as well as fit morphs. Finally, it 
has leg bends. These will aid you in bending the legs forward, like the skant (and actually 
matches the skant's leg bend forward morphs) If the leg is bent slightly, I would suggest posing 
the chain, to move it out of the skant. Once you get past a certain degree of the skant being 
dialed in (or otherwise, if you have it fully dialed in) you will need to use the matched leg bend 
fwd mors in the loin instead (this is coz the belt will start to sink into the mesh of the skant)

helm:  this is a helm, but it can be a helm or a crown, or a combination of both as it is in default. 
You can opt to turn off the scale maille, or the cloth underneath it, and the top of the crown. 
As far as morphs go, there are a few scorpion morphs on it, to make the tail sting (this is the 
only scorpion that morphs, since its the biggest and most prominent of them all) as well as 
some style morphs, movement morphs, and naturally adjustment and fits.

Sandals:  pretty standard – just has some adjustments and fits

Pauldrons: the pauldrons stack onto the pectoral to work with it, or you can opt to leave it 
off completely. They work pretty straightforward – they have fit morphs and adjustment 
morphs as well.

Pectoral: Just has fit morphs and adjustment morphs

Bracers: Again, just has fits and adjustments.

conforming basics: 
to conform a figure (be it hair or clothing) in poser, you simply need to load each one into 
your scene. then go to the figure menu at the top of poser, click on conform, then conform to 
and a window will open showing all the actors that are in the scene. from the drop down 
menu on that window you will select michael 4, hit okay, and the item will move onto M4 and 
move with him. you will do this with all the conforming figures that are included, one by one.

If you own poser 8 or above, you can select all the items and drag and drop them all at once 
onto michael. They will all load and conform automatically. 

to conform in ds, right click and select “fit to” and choose michael 4 in the list (it should 
automatically be conformed when you load the clothing, however)

you will also apply the conforming instructions to the clothing (which is next in the 
tutorial)



:: clothing & prop mats included  ::

the Clothing included also have extra mat options. you will find mats and utility poses in your 
pose library, in the Scorpion God / Clothing MATS folder. 

The Khopesh mats are also included in with the clothing mats, but keep in mind that the prop 
must be added to m4 before attempting to use pz2 mats. If you should find yourself having 
trouble with them, just use the mc6 files that are also included for the khopesh (located in 
materials/Scorpion God/Khopesh MATs) You will also find a Scorpion Off mat for the khopesh as 
well.

You will find 2 sets with the main pack. 

5 extras are included with Guardians of the Dead. They are anubis, horus, ra, sobek, thoth

there's also a bunch of utility mats for the  clothing and staff included – these turn off 
certain parts of the item, to make them more versatile:

● Skant - Bodyhandles Off (DS)
● Loin Cloth - Scorpion Off
● Loin Cloth - Cloth Off
● Pectoral - Scarab Off
● Helm - Scorpion Off
● Helm - Plating Off
● Helm - Cloth Off
● Helm - Top Off
● Khopesh-Scorpion Off

You can technically use the scorpion mats off on all the pieces, since all the mat zones on the 
pieces are identical (with the exception of the helm's scorpion off mat, as it will leave the 
cabochon behind) but do not use them on the bracers and sandals – there is an ao shadow of 
the scorpion that has been baked into the textures, to give it depth (plus, it makes those items 
rather plain without it)

:: using props ::

this set contains a prop  –  that is, an egyptian khopesh with a scorpion on it. A khopesh is a type 
of sword with a sort of sickle on the end of it (in case you were wondering lol)

There are left and right hand parents for the sword. To load, select m4, and then click on 
the sword hand you wish to add. Also, the sword works with some of the poses (see the pose 
section below for more details) 

as already mentioned in the clothing & prop mats section, there are also mats for the sword 
included, which match the outfit mats (refer to the clothing & prop mats section above for 
more details)



:: using poses ::

there are poses included in the set. some of these are just lone poses meant to give him 
character, and some are intended to work with the sword that comes in the pack. keep in mind, 
the poses were created with a nude m4, and do not account for the clothing, so dropping to 
the floor once the sandals are conformed, and other adjustments to account for those 
things might be necessary.

the pose files go in sequence: 1-10 are plain poses (done in an Egyptianesque sort of way) 11-15 
are left hand sword poses, and 16-19 are right hand sword poses. Pose 20 is a lone pose that uses 
both handed swords. you must load the sword onto m4 first, and then use the poses intended 
for the staff, so the pz2 can correctly pose them as well him.

Ds4 users: if you are using ds4, you will need to use the pose with m4 selected, and then use it 
again with the sword selected, to make it align properly. this is a ds4 only issue, so it will work 
properly everywhere else. There is also one other issue to be noted, on Pose 20. Its a double 
handed sword pose, and in ds4, you will encounter  an issue where the pose will not pose the 
second khopesh. To fix this, you must use pose 20 on M4 and the left khopesh, then use pose 20B-
DS on the right khopesh. This will align the right sided khopesh properly (with the scorpions 
facing the camera) This is due to the fact DS4 will not see the second khopesh, and the extra 
ds pose for 20 will rearrange the order the khopesh occur in the code, and force it to work. 
20B-DS can only be used on the right khoesh – using it on the left side will cause it to 
misalign.

Also note: You must have limits turned off to use these poses (by default, limits will be on in DS) 
as they pose beyond limits.

:: other notes & requirements ::

this set uses displacement on many of its settings, so you will need to have displacement on 
in your render settings in poser to get the intended results.

this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your own 
textures and add-ons. they are color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:
clothing textures are 2048 x 2048
prop textures are 2048 x 2048 

keep in mind, you must set your resolution to match the texture map resolutions in poser, 
to get good results and no seams (poser 6 and below) you can find this setting under your 
render settings.

i've included ds optimized mats – meaning, i created the mats myself to get as close as 
humanly possible results. but given that, the results will not be exact in all cases.

the thumbnails are the standard 91x91 in the set. if you are a poser 5 or higher user, and you 
wish to have larger thumbnails (125x125) since they are easier to see, you can get them here: 
Scorpion God Thumbs 

if you purchased guardians of the dead, the thumbs are here: Guardians of the Dead Thumbs

they will install to the default directories of the main pack – just overwrite the old png's 
when prompted. also note, ds  users cannot use the larger thumbnails, as they will show 
incorrectly.

http://www.damageinc3d.net/Support/ScorpGGOTDThumbs.zip
http://www.damageinc3d.net/Support/ScorpionGodThumbs.zip


promotional credits:

● Pyrago by Danie and Marforno at renderosity
● Crypta Sepultus by Jack Tomalin at daz
● saba'a alkair by jack tomalin at daz
● temple of the pharaohs by jack tomalin at daz
● cheirocrates by jack tomalin at daz
● forgotten dynasties by out of touch at daz
● treasures of egypt at daz
● lycanthropos and shades of atlantis: annunaki by luthbel at daz
● keeper of the veil and numinous crook and flail by arien at daz
● serpent goddess/guardians of the dead for serpent goddess by me at daz
● cyborg model 4 by dzfire at daz
● scorpions by noggins at daz
● girl character is a char by me (coming soon)
● guy character is rob for m4 at daz
● Scarab from content paradise
● Locusts are from a picture I took in the everglades, with painted wings
● mummy morph is a custom morph by me

:: known issues and troubleshooting ::

● when using the utility mats to turn off pieces of the clothing you may have to use 
adjustment morphs to fit them to him better (to account for the missing cloth)      

● to use the poses with the sword prop, you must load the correct hand, as labelled on the 
pose, then click the pose you intend to use thereafter, so the pose will control the 
sword properly. also note, if you use the wrong sword hand, it will not pose right.

● the morphs on the items were not created to work in tandem. though, for the most part, 
they will work in harmony, some may not and adjustments may be necessary.

● Sword poses – if you are using ds4, you will need to use the pose with m4 selected and 
then again with the sword selected, to make it align properly and dial in the gravity 
morphs. this is a ds4 only issue, so it will work properly everywhere else. There is also one 
issue to be noted, on Pose 20. Its a double handed pose, and in ds4, you will encounter an 
issue where the pose will not see the second khopesh. To fix this, you must use pose 20 on 
M4 and the left khopesh, then use pose 20B-DS on the right khopesh. This will align the 
right sided khopesh properly (with the scorpions facing the camera) See the poses 
section for more details.

see the sections covered in the tutorial for more information on the contents of the set. 
each section covers using the set in full instruction, as well as troubleshooting known 
issues.

if you find you ever have a question or need further technical support, feel free to contact 
me. i am usually always around (but just in case, allow 24-48 hours for a reply) 

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net

mailto:IGNISSERPENTUS@DAMAGEINC3D.NET

